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Abstract— Starting late, multi-story structures in urban 

territories are required to have segment free space as a result 

of absence of space, people and moreover for classy and 

functional necessities. These skimming fragments are 

exceptionally disadvantageous in building worked in 

seismically dynamic regions. The tremor constrains that are 

made at different floor levels in a building ought to be 

passed on down along the stature to the ground by the most 

concise way. Deviation or brokenness in this store move 

route achieves poor execution of the building. The present 

work includes the analysis of high rise reinforced concrete 

structure with floating columns. In the present study a 40 

storied RCC building is considered, having overall plan 

dimension of 35 m x 35 m along X and Y direction. RCC 

structure is with floating columns are modelled. Total two 

models are considered one regular RCC structure, second 

RCC structure with floating columns. Equivalent static and 

dynamic time history analysis is carried out using ETAB 

Ver. 2015. Important results like displacements, story drifts, 

peak displacements, base force and acceleration are 

presented. Based on the results the best type for RCC 

buildings with floating columns is suggested. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Various urban multi-story structures in India today have 

open first story as an unavoidable part. This is essentially 

being gotten to suit halting or assembling portals in the 

principle story. While the total seismic base shear as 

experienced by a working in the midst of a tremor is liable 

to its ordinary period, the seismic drive allotment is 

dependent on the scattering of strength and mass along the 

stature.  

The lead of a working in the midst of seismic 

tremors depends fundamentally on its general shape, size 

and geometry, despite how the shake powers are passed on 

to the ground. The seismic tremor powers made at different 

floor levels in a building ought to be passed on down along 

the stature to the ground by the most constrained way; any 

deviation or brokenness in this store move route realizes 

poor execution of the building. Structures with vertical 

incidents (like the hotel structures with a couple story 

broader than the rest) cause a sudden jump in tremor powers 

at the level of irregularity. Structures that have less portions 

or dividers in a particular story or with extraordinarily tall 

story tend to damage or fall which is begun in that story. 

Various structures with an open ground story gotten ready 

for ceasing folded or were to a great degree hurt in Gujarat 

in the midst of the 2001 Bhuj seismic tremor. Structures 

with segments that hang or float on columns at a widely 

appealing story and don't go all the way to the foundation, 

have discontinuities in the load trade way.  

 

II. FLOATING COLUMN 

 
Fig. 1:  Floating column 

Coasting segment is moreover a vertical part, The Columns 

Float or move in above stories with the true objective that to 

give more open space is known as Floating sections. 

Floating fragments are realized, especially finished the base 

floor, with the goal that extra open space is accessible for 

get together anteroom or halting reason. Floating areas are 

commonly gotten over the ground story level.  

With the objective that most outrageous space is 

made available in the ground floor which is fundamentally 

required in apartment suites, strip mall or different business 

structures where ceasing is an essential issue. Since 

exhibitions are not counted in floor space list (FSI), 

structures have displays overhanging in the upper stories 

past the section impression ranges at the ground story, 

overhangs up to 1.2 m to 1.5 m in design are regularly given 

on each side of the building. In such cases, floating sections 

are given along the overhanging edge of the building. 

Skimming portion given in a fundamental structure is 

significantly undesirable especially in higher zones like III, 

IV and V. A portion ought to be a vertical part starting from 

foundation level and trading the load to the ground.  

Nevertheless, those structures can't be crushed, 

rather study ought to be conceivable to fortify the structure 

or some recuperating components can be suggested. The 

sections of the primary story can be made more grounded, 

the solidness of these portions can be extended by 

retrofitting or these may be offered propping to decrease the 

sidelong turning. 

III. MERITS AND DEMERITS OF DRIFTING SEGMENT  

A. Merits  

1) By using skimming sections considerable handy space 

can be given which can be use to limit and ceasing. 

2) In a couple of conditions skimming portions may end 

up being mild every so often  

3) For making a more space in ground floor we get 

floating portion.  

4) It parcels the rooms.  
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B. Demerits  

1) Not fitting in high seismic zone since surprising change 

in robustness was observed  

2) Required tremendous size of support column to 

reinforce skimming portion.  

3) Floating areas prompts solidness abnormalities in 

building  

IV. OBJECTIVES 

 

The following objectives are considered in this work.  

1) To Study the effect of high rise RCC building with 

floating columns. 

2) To evaluate the performance of the building for both 

equivalent static and time history dynamic analysis are 

carried out.  

V. METHODOLOGY 

1) In the present study a 40 storied RCC building is 

considered, having overall plan dimension of 35 m x 35 

m along X and Y direction.  

2) RCC structure is with floating columns are modeled.  

3) To study the effect of overall performance of the 

structure.  

4) Total two models are considered one regular RCC 

structure, second RCC structure with floating columns.  

5) Equivalent static and dynamic time history analysis is 

carried out using ETAB Ver. 2015.  

6) Important results like displacements, story drifts, peak 

displacements, base force and acceleration are presented  

VI. TYPES OF ANALYSIS 

The proportionate static explanatory procedure is finished 

on both the 3D models using the item ETABS. The results 

gotten from the examination are discussed in next fragment. 

In light of the sort of outer development and lead of 

structure, the examination can be in addition assigned.  

 Equivalent Static examination  

 Dynamic Analysis 

VII. TIME HISTORY METHOD 

In the present study time history data of ELCENTRO (Fig. 

3.1) is considered as per the following specifications.  

Location: “Imperial Valley”  

Date: 19th May 1940  

Time: 4:39am  

Station: “El Centro Array #9”  

Direction: Horizontal, 180°  

Units of acceleration: g= 9.81 m/s2 (acceleration of gravity)  

Number of time instants: 4,000  

Sampling time: Δt= 0.01 s (f= 100 Hz) 

 
Figure 2: Time History Input – El-Centro 

VIII. SUMMARY OF THE STRUCTURE 

In this chapter, the common step by step procedure of 

modeling the basic regular structure is explained. 

 Type 1- RCC Structure  

 Type 2- RCC Structure with floating column  

IX. MODEL GEOMETRY 

The Building is a 40-storied, eight bay along X-dir. and 

eightbays along Y- dir.,Steel frame with properties as 

specified below. The floors are modeled as rigidslab section. 

The details of the model are given as follows:  

Number of stories = 40.  

Number of bays along X Dir. = 8, Y-Dir. =8 Bay 

Storey height = 3.0 meters at Ground Floor,           

Remaining Floors.  

Bay width along X Dir.= 5 m, Y Dir. = 5 m 

X. PLAN VIEW OF BUILDING 

The plan view of building plan is shown in the Fig.3.6.4. 

The bay width, columnsand beams positions can be seen. 

 
Fig. 3: Plan View of Building 

XI. BUILDING ELEVATION VIEW: 

 
Fig. 4: Elevation View 
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Fig. 5: Wall Load 

The Loads are taken on the structure as specified in IS875: 

Part 2. For live load 

Live load = 4 kN/m2  

Super dead load = 1.5 kN/m2  

Glazing Load = 1 kN/m (Only on peripheral beams)  

XII. MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF A BUILDING 

 
Fig. 6: Material Properties of a Building 

 
Fig. 7: Basic Section Properties of a Frame 

Concrete slab of thickness 150mm is used. 

XIII. MODAL ANALYSIS 

From the modal analysis, time period and natural 

frequencies are extracted and presented below. Due to the 

presence of floating columns at the bottom most story i.e., at 

ground floor, time period has increased only 2.18%. 

 
Fig. 8: Mode V/s Mode (time) period 

 
Fig. 9: Mode V/s Frequency 

Since for the model RCC-FC-BR3, time period is 

found to be very less, frequency is high compared to all 

other models as a shown in the above graph. 

XIV. LATERAL LOAD ANALYSIS: EQUIVALENT STATIC 

ANALYSIS AS PER IS 1893-2002   

A. Story Shears  

Story shears found to be same for all types of buildings, 

varies between minimum of 8099 kN to maximum of 8099 

KN. Base shear has been decreased. 

 
Fig. 10: Maximum Base shear: Regular Frame 

B. Story Displacements 

Maximum displacement is found in RCC-FC structure 

which is 376 mm. Due the presence of floating column 

displacements has increased from 359 mm to 376 mm which 

is about 5%. 
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                     Fig. 11: Story vs. Displacements 

C. Story Drifts 

Story drifts are found to be having similar variation with 

small difference between RCC, RCC-FC. 

 
Fig. 12: Story vs. Story Drifts 

D. Story Stiffness 

From the above figure it is clear that, stiffness of the RCC 

floating column structure is found to be increased. 

 
Fig. 13:Story vs. Stiffness 

XV. EARTH QUAKE ANALYSIS RESULTS: DYNAMIC TIME 

HISTORY 

A. Story Displacements 

Time history displacements are found to be same for all type 

of RCC structure with small decrease peak displacements of 

about except for RCC-FC where peak displacement is found 

to be 155 mm which is 18.5% less than that of RCC-FC 

without any steel bracings. Also from the above graph, 

displacements are found to be more up  to 26 stories and 

later, displacements are reduce with the increase in story 

height.   

 
Fig. 14: Story vs. Story Displacements: TH 

 
Fig. 15: Displacement variation between RCC-FC and RCC-

FC-BR3 

B. Base Forces 

 
Fig. 16: Base force variation between RCC-FC and RCC-

FC-BR3 

C. Peak Accelerations 

The above graph shows the variation of peak acceleration 

response between RCC-FC. Acceleration is found to be 

maximum for RCC-FC. 

 
Fig. 17: Peak Acceleration variation between RCC-FC 
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XVI. CONCLUSION 

1) Due the presence of floating column the overall 

building stability and stiffness will be reduced 

2) Floating columns reduce the time period by and 

increase the stiffness of the structure by there by 

frequency of the structure will increase. 

3) Presence of Floating columns in the structure reduces 

the story displacements  

4) drifts efficiently and can reduce up to in displacements 

and in drifts thereby reduce the risk of major structural 

damages during the earthquake. 

5) Location of Floating columns will have impact on 

limiting the displacements and drifts. 

6) Even though Floating columns shows least 

displacements and drifts, its recommend since this 

system also limit the drifts . 

7) Floating columns is found to more effective in reducing 

the displacements due to dynamic time history inputs.  

8) Base force and peak acceleration is found to more in 

Floating columns compared to all other structures which 

indicates that the building is stiffer and stable than all 

other RCC structure.   
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